
SCFP SUBCOMMITTEE ON TWIN CITIES FACILITIES AND SUPPORT SERVICES 
(STCFSS) 
MINUTES OF MEETING 
JANUARY 23, 2003 
 
[In these minutes:  University Services Update and Initiatives, Classroom 
Technology Upgrade Plan Collaborative Efforts Between CAS & STCFSS, 
Presentation to SCFP regarding Design/Construction Concerns, Ex-Officio 
Representation on SCFP] 
 
[These minutes reflect discussion and debate at a meeting of a committee of 
the University of Minnesota Senate or Twin Cities Assembly; none of the 
comments, conclusions or actions reported in these minutes represent the 
views of, nor are they binding on, the Senate or Assembly, the Administration 
or the Board of Regents.] 
 
PRESENT:  Gary Jahn, Chair, Sharon Folk, Edward Kosciolek, Kent Rees, Steve 
Fitzgerald, B. David Galt, Laurie Scheich, Steve Spehn, Cynthia Jara, Patrice 
Morrow, Jane Phillips 
 
REGRETS:  John Adams, Calvin Alexander  
 
ABSENT: Linda Jorn, Donald Kelsey, Lorelee Wederstrom, George Wilcox 
 
GUEST(S):  Vice President of University Services, Kathleen O’Brien 
 
I).  Professor Jahn called the meeting to order and welcomed those present. 
 
II).  Professor Jahn welcomed Vice President of University Services, Kathleen 
O’Brien, to STCFSS.  The purpose of Vice President O’Brien’s presentation is to 
give the committee an update on her work, its direction and the strategies that 
are being put in place to increase accountability and services in Facilities 
Management (FM).  Vice President O’Brien began by outlining University 
Services’ 3 major areas of responsibility: 
 

1. Facilities – includes zones operation and management, energy 
management and University architecture and design construction 
services.  It was noted that certain functions such as architecture and 
design construction services go beyond the 20 million square foot Twin 
Cities campus and are system-wide. 

2. Auxiliary Services are the self-supporting businesses of the University.  
Examples of the larger businesses include the bookstores, parking 
services, dining services, and residential life. 

3. Campus Safety and Health & Safety – includes the Police Department, 
the Department of Central Security, the Department of Emergency 
Management, Building Codes Division and the Department of 



Environmental Health and Safety.  Until about one year ago this was one 
division, however, Vice President O’Brien is currently in the process of 
deciding whether she should reconstitute these departments as one 
division or keep them separate. 

 
Additionally, Vice President O’Brien noted that she is accountable for Northrup 
Auditorium. 
 
Other areas of responsibility for Ms. O’Brien include: 
 

• Overseeing the pre-design investigation into a possible Gophers football 
stadium.  While a Gophers stadium is still plausible it would not happen 
for many years.  This is because a project of this magnitude would 
require years of planning as well as time to put the money in place, 
followed by another year or so to do the public process of procurement 
and then about 3 years to actually build the stadium.  Ms. O’Brien noted 
that there remains a great deal of interest on the part of the Alumni 
Association and the University Foundation to pursue this project.  Some 
of the pre-work done on the proposed Vikings/Gophers stadium is 
applicable to a Gophers only stadium such as the geo-technical work, 
environmental studies, soil testing, traffic studies, transit studies, etc. 

• Keeping the campus beautiful and clean. 
• Completing the emergency preparedness plan.  Such a plan includes 

prevention, security, incident command (also known as event 
management) and continuity.  The University will be using the same 
national standard model used by the State of Minnesota called the “All 
Hazards Incident Command Model”.  A communication and training plan 
will be rolled out to the greater University community in the near 
future. 

• Co-chairing a work group that falls under the President’s Service and 
Productivity Initiative.  The work group is charged with putting in place 
a system for the recurring assessment of service and support units. 

• Strengthening the trust and confidence in design construction services at 
the University.  In Vice President O’Brien’s opinion a successful project 
is one that is built on budget and on time.  Ms. O’Brien wants to make 
enduring changes in this area but realizes it will take time, especially in 
light of the deep-rooted beliefs held by many concerning Facility 
Management’s inability to successfully manage its capital projects. 

 
Next, Vice President O’Brien opened up the floor to questions and comments. 
 

• A member voiced her appreciation to hear that Ms. O’Brien will continue 
to maintain “Beautiful U” practices. 

• A member asked about the Office of Compliance, its origin and reporting 
structure.  Vice President O’Brien stated the Office of Compliance 
reports directly to President Bruininks.  The decision to hire a 



compliance officer, in part, grew out of specific athletics problems but 
there was also the recognition that in terms of University policy it would 
be useful to have someone, other than the internal auditor or the 
General Counsel’s Office, that would systematically look at University 
policies. 

• It was noted that central classrooms can attribute many of its successes 
over the past couple years either directly or indirectly to collaborative 
efforts with FM. 

• In light of the problems with the recent renovation of Coffman Memorial 
Union (CMU), Vice President O’Brien was asked whether she foresees any 
immediate changes to FM’s design and construction processes and 
procedures?  Ms. O’Brien stated that no changes will be made at this 
time.  Because it is uncertain what implications the budget situation will 
have on capital processes in the future, a decision was recently made to 
not make any changes at the present time.  However, eventually 
changes will be made in how projects are conceived, developed, and 
how teams are assembled.  Vice President O’Brien added that it is likely 
that smaller projects (less than $1.5 – $2 million) will continue to be 
handled the same as they are today. 

• Vice President O’Brien explained the dynamics of a bonding conference 
committee at the legislature and how money inevitability gets shaved off 
each request.  She noted that under the present system by the time a 
project gets funded it is already under-funded.  Ms. O’Brien believes 
that if the University did a better job of accurately calculating the costs 
of its larger capital projects up front it would be in a better position to 
defend these projects in the political process and obtain the necessary 
funding.  Conference committee leadership also plays a big role in 
capital project funding decisions. 

• Ms. O’Brien noted that the University has seen a tremendous erosion of 
its relationships with the architecture, engineering and construction 
industry over the past 5 – 6 years due to conflicts over projects’ scopes, 
schedules, costs, etc.  Again, an important reason for the University to 
rethink and revamp its design construction processes and procedures.  
Efforts are being taken to rebuild the University’s business relationships 
with these vendors.  

• A member asked where does the money come from to pay for projects 
that come in over budget?  Vice President O’Brien provided the following 
examples of possible funding sources:  the academic program, privately 
raised funds, scope changes to the project, valuement sharing, 
identifying delete options, programmatic cut-backs, central 
administration, etc.  By identifying potential funding problems sooner 
rather than later more options are available to correct the problems. 

• Vice President O’Brien indicated that while most of her focus is on the 
Twin Cities campus she maintains regular correspondence with her 
colleagues on the coordinate campuses. 

 



Professor Jahn thanked Vice President O’Brien for her presentation.  He further 
noted anecdotally that three of his faculty colleagues who are typically inert to 
events at the University were completely enraged by the $21 million in CMU 
cost overruns.  Professor Jahn suggested an ameliorating statement or 
explanation addressing these concerns that are held by many throughout the 
University community.  A brief discussion ensued concerning reasons behind the 
cost overruns.   
 
III).  Professor Jahn announced that the facilities’ deficiencies update would be 
postponed until a future meeting when Professor Alexander would be able to 
share his findings with the committee. 
 
IV).  Jane Phillips provided members with follow-up concerning collaboration 
between STCFSS and the Classroom Advisory Subcommittee (CAS) related to the 
Classroom Technology Upgrade Plan and its shortage of funding.  The Classroom 
Advisory Subcommittee has been talking about the funding shortage for years 
now.  Rather than just talking about the funding shortage CAS in conjunction 
with the Academy of Distinguished Teachers, and other groups plan to deliver 
statements to President Bruininks and EVPP Maziar.  The statements will 
articulate that not only does the plan itself need to stay on track but the 
required funding needs to be a budgetary priority as well.  Ms. Phillips 
proposed a joint statement between CAS and STCFSS be drafted.  Ms. Phillips 
believes that the need for the University community as a whole and not just 
Steve Fitzgerald as Director of the Office of Classroom Management need to 
voice their opinions on the need for technology enhanced classrooms.  
Professor Jahn asked Ms. Phillips to bring a final draft of the statement to the 
February 20, 2003 STCFSS meeting as a formal motion for consideration by the 
committee. 
 
Mr. Fitzgerald noted that great strides have been made in terms of technology 
upgrades to classrooms.  However, he believes that when there is a need to 
continually talk about the recurring funding mechanism, negative connotations 
are associated with the plan.  Mr. Fitzgerald hopes that the ‘negative’ 
message, the need for more money, does not outweigh all the positive strides 
that have been made along the way. 
 
The following thoughts were mentioned for inclusion in the statement to make 
the case for the Classroom Technology Upgrade Plan: 
 

• Technology has a finite life. 
• The University has already made a significant investment into the plan 

and this investment needs to be maintained. 
• Technology has become an integral part of teaching and learning in the 

classroom.  Faculty need it to teach.  Students expect it. 
 



V).  Professor Jahn provided members with an update on bringing forth 
Andersen Library findings and recommendations to SCFP at its March 4th 
meeting.  He invited STCFSS members to attend but noted that there is a very 
real possibility that this item could be bumped from the agenda in light of the 
budgetary issues SCFP is dealing with. 
 
A member asked what the committee expects to accomplish by bringing this 
item before SCFP?  Professor Jahn stated that in his opinion STCFSS had no 
alternative but to forward the subcommittee’s findings to SCFP.  Andersen 
Library is illustrative of difficulties and shortcomings that have beset many 
University construction projects.  Presenting this information may induce a 
change to improve the processes and procedures to prevent similar problems 
from happening in the future.  Thus, Andersen Library will be used only as an 
example of a much larger problem.  Professor Jahn stressed that the 
presentation before SCFP is in no way an attempt to draw unfavorable 
attention to Andersen Library in particular. 
 
Concern was raised because the report focused exclusively on Andersen Library 
when in fact the problem is campus-wide.  To alleviate this worry, Professor 
Jahn asked members to forward to him other examples of specific, documented 
building problems that will also be incorporated into the report.  By including 
these other examples, the extent of the problem will be better illustrated. 
 
VI).  According to Senate Bylaws, two members of STCFSS serve as ex-officio 
members on the parent committee, SCFP.  Professor Jahn, as chair of STCFSS, 
fills one of these positions.  Professor Jahn announced that Professor Cynthia 
Jara has agreed to fill the second vacancy spring semester ‘03. 
 
VII).  Hearing no further business, Professor Jahn adjourned the meeting. 
 
        Renee Dempsey 
        University Senate 


